Welcome to the First International Conference for Information Technology, Engineering, and Science (ICOITES), which are organized by the Faculty of Computer Science and Mathematics, University of Kufa, with the cooperation of National Communications and Media Commission of Iraq (NCMC), Al-Thakwat Foundation for Culture, Intellect, and Arts (TCIA), and Statistical and Informatics Consultation Center (SICCC), Kufa University.

The aim of the conference is to bring together leading academic scholars and students, in order to discuss theoretical and practical issues through sharing their experiences and research results. Its focus is to promote scientific research in the various fields including all the Information technologies, and Pure /Applied sciences.

1. **IT**: Computing, Informatics, Communications, IOT, Computer & Security Systems, etc.
2. **ENGINEERING**: Civil, Architectural, Materials, Structural, Electrical, Electronic, Mechanical.
3. **PURE SCIENCE**: Biology, Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, Environment, Geology, Natural Science.

The Biggest Multidisciplinary Scientific Conference in University of Kufa, that offers wide range of publication in:
Regular issue, Special issue, as well as conference proceeding.

**GET IN TOUCH WITH US**

+964 7810 166679
+964 7800 888123

University of Kufa
Najaf, Iraq

info@icoites.com
www.icoites.com

ICOITES, the biggest international conference in University of Kufa in 6,7 Nov. 2019

ICOITES a Multidisciplinary Conference on:
- Information Technology (miscellaneous)
- Engineering (miscellaneous)
- and Pure Science (miscellaneous)

Publish with more than 17 fields
ABOUT ICOITES CONFERENCE

ICOITES provides a great opportunity for publishing high-quality papers in the world class journals and publishing houses that indexed in Scopus, Clarivate (WOS), ISI, Copernicus, PubMed, Crossref, CiteFactor, DOAJ, DRJI, GIE, EBSCO, and many others. We would like to invite you in order to submit your work to ICOITES. Based on our Reviewers’ Decisions, your work will have acceptance in one of the following aspects.

REGULAR ISSUE

Where many Journals gives us Approval to publish our accepted works with them. ICOITES also gets special approvals to publish submitted works in special issues based on the conference topics.

Conference: Besides previous choices, our accepted Proceedings works also can be published in proceeding books that have ISSN and ISBN Numbers, and also submitted to be indexed in largest databases like: Scopus, Clarivate, EBSCO, Crossref, etc.

WHO SUPPORT US

ICOITES supported by some foundations and institutes that focus on research works and academic consultations, we will mention their names briefly as following list:

- Faculty of computer science and maths, Kufa University, Najaf, Iraq
- TCIA Foundations: Al-Thakawat Foundation for Culture, Intellect and Arts, Najaf, Iraq
- SICC Center: Statistical and Informatics Consultation Center, Faculty of computer science and maths, Kufa University, Najaf, Iraq

PUBLISHING PARTNERS

Makes cooperation agreements with the following partners:

Atlantic Press

One of the most familiar publishers in the world, it was founded in Paris in 2006. Atlantic Press provides two proceedings to publish accepted papers in IT and Engineering. More information please visit the website.

EAI - Core Series

European Alliance for Innovation is pioneering academic publishing and bringing cutting edge benefits to top innovators internationally. EAI provides conference proceeding with IT & Engineering. More information please visit the website.

Journal of SJU

Journal of Southwest Jiaotong University, it’s IT and Engineering Journal, indexed in Scopus (Q2). SJU will publish the accepted conference papers in both special and regular issues based on reviewers decisions and submission manner. More information please visit the website.

Academic Publication Council

Academic Publishing Council and other Arab universities have many higher impact journals that having higher impact factors and indexed in Scopus and other Scholar databases. ICOITES having option to publish the best suited papers in these journals in Special and Regular issues. More information please visit the website.

Springer Open

ICOITES having also opportunity to publish part of submission papers in one journal under Springer open publisher, which can be consider one of the most familiar publisher around. More information please visit the website.

EMAN Research Publication

Eman Research is an Australian Foundation provides many facilities such as administration system and also have some indexed journals. More information please visit the website.